Contracting Opportunity

* * * This ad has not been published. It has been reviewed and pending publication. * * *

**Title:** Mid-Hudson Bridge Dehumidification Project

**Agency:** Bridge Authority, NYS Engineering

**Contract Number:** BA-2014-RE-105-CM

**Contract Term:** November 30, 2015

**Date of Issue:** 06/15/2015

**Due Date/Time:** 07/07/2015 2:00 PM

**County(ies):** Dutchess, Ulster

**Location:** Mid-Hudson Bridge, Highland, New York

**Classification:** Construction Horizontal: Highways & Roadways; Maintenance, Repair & New Construction - Construction

**Opportunity Type:** General

**Entered By:** Teresa Ceragioli

**Description:**

The New York State Bridge Authority is soliciting bids to replace the existing dehumidification system at the Mid-Hudson Bridge.

The scope of work shall consist of the removal of an existing dehumidification system from the east anchorage chamber of the Mid-Hudson Bridge. A new dehumidification system with associated controls shall be furnished and installed in the east anchorage, including new air conditioning. This project includes rehabilitation of an existing dehumidification system atop the bridge’s east and west towers.

Plans and Specifications: $50.00 Non-Refundable (Company Check) and available for pickup at the Authority’s Headquarters Building, Mid-Hudson Bridge Plaza, Highland, NY between 8:00 AM and 4:00 PM (M-F)

ALL INQUIRIES for the purchase of plans and specifications shall be made by FAXING or EMAILING your request to Teresa Ceragioli at 845-691-7914 or tceragioli@nysba.ny.gov along with a COPY OF YOUR CHECK made out to the New York State Bridge Authority. If you desire overnight delivery, make certain to include your OVERNIGHT CARRIER’S ACCOUNT NUMBER. All others will be sent US Mail.

**Bid Deposit:** Certified or Cashier’s Check in the amount of $50,000 is required to
validate the proposer's bid.

The apparent low bidder shall present evidence of experience and financial stability. Bidder shall comply with the terms of the Notice to Bidders, including Equal Employment Opportunity, MBE/WBE goals.

Total MWBE Participation Goals: 30%
Contact Information

Technical Contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Jeffrey Wright
Chief Engineer
PO Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-4077
Fax: 845-691-7914
jwright@nysba.ny.gov

Primary contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Engineering
Teresa Ceragioli
Special Office Assistant
P.O. Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-7245
tceragioli@nysba.net

Secondary contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Contract Administration
George Fong
Mgr. of Contract Maintenance
P.O. Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-4077 ext.322
gfong@nysba.net

Submit to contact: Bridge Authority, NYS
Engineering
Jeffrey Wright
Chief Engineer
P.O. Box 1010
Highland, NY 12528
United States
Ph: 845-691-4077
Fax: 845-691-7914
jwright@nysba.ny.gov
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